Winter Tire Rules, updated 1 Jan 2018
Are winter tires required in Germany?
In January 2018, a new German federal law went into effect that specifically mandates the use of either
snow tires or all terrain mud and snow tires when conditions are icy. European winter tires have two kinds of
markings: a snowflake for snow tires or M+S for tires designed to work in “matsch und schnee” — mud and
snow.
The new requirement is that all snow or M&S tires be marked with a mountain and a snowflake. Shown in the
symbol below.
The laws also apply to motorbikes, trucks and buses, regardless of whether the driver is the owner or is
renting the vehicle. While there is no specific time period during which winter tires are required, any time snow
conditions are present the requirement for snow tires is federal law.

Only snow tires without spikes or studs are allowed in Germany. Tires designed for snow
function better than multi-purpose tires. All tires must have at least 1.6 millimeters of tread
depth, but for maximum safety tires with less than 4 millimeters should be replaced. A one
euro coin can be used for a quick “tread check.” When placed in the tire’s tread, you
should not be able to see the golden edge of the coin. If you can, the tire needs to be
replaced. Winter tires offer better protection than all-season models, and it’s best if all
four tires match.

Can tire chains be used in Germany?
In some areas snow chains may be required, but only as directed by road signs or police.
An example of a German sign for areas requiring chains is at left. The maximum speed
while driving a vehicle with chains is 50 kilometers per hour.

What are the penalties for driving without winter tires?
If you get caught driving without the correct tires on your vehicle, you can get a 40-euro ticket. If you cause
an accident or create a road hazard or traffic jam as a result of not having the correct tires on your vehicle you
can expect an 80-euro ticket and a point against your license. Police can assign blame to a motorist involved in a
winter accident whose car does not have snow tires installed, regardless of who caused the accident. In addition,
some insurance companies may deny coverage to motorists driving with summer tires on winter roads.

Pay attention with rental cars:
Don’t take for granted that rental cars are equipped with winter tires during the winter season. It is always your
responsibility as the driver to ensure that the vehicle you operate is in a roadworthy condition, which includes
suitable tires. You should clearly request winter tires when you reserve the car, and verify they are installed before
accepting the car. Rental companies may charge an extra fee for winter tires.
Sources: AE Pamphlet 190-1 (Drivers Handbook and Examination Manual for Germany)

